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FBI Looks at Financial Aid
Kelly Gibbs
and Robert Sanchez
The termination of at least one
employee from the Office of
Student Financial Aid has resulted
in investigations by the FBI into
alleged misuse of financial aid
monies.
1
'The allegations are that at least
one person was offering students
financial aid in return for a kickback ... some people received
awards that they should not ha•:c,"
said an FBI official. The official
said that the bureau has been investigating the "misuse of federal
funds" in the Financial Aid
Department at UNM for the past
several months.
On Oct. 10, 1980, Lillian
Romero, a work-study student at
the Office of Student Financial
Aids, was fired for reasons of
"gross misconduct," reported Fred
M. Chreist, director of Student

Financial Aids and Career Services.
Chreist would not comment further
on Romero's situation because she
is presently appealing her termination.
The FBI official said that
Romero allegedly misused federal
funds and was investigated for
fraud against the government. The
official added that Romero has not
been convicted of anything and no
charges have been assessed against
her.
Romero said, "I am not guilty of
anything." She is presently appealing her termination on grounds
that due process procedures were
not followed regarding her
situation.
A student at UNM said that with
the help of a third person, contact
was established with Romero. The
student explained that the third
person said Romero was able to
increase the amount of financial aid
awards to which the student was

Possible Ballot Recount
May Affect Four Races
A mistake in the tabulation of race between incumbent Albert
7,000 absentee ballots could change Gurule (0) and John Budagher (R)
the outcome of four legislative for the State Senate seat, ending in
a 54-vote win for Budagher; and the
races.
Tenny Culp, Bernalillo County race for the District 10 State Senate
Elalna George rocks with Shannon Wllll1ms, 1 student If the New Clerk, said she would try to get a race between incumbent Donald
Mexico Preschool tor the Blind, during tile rock·a·thon sponsored court order on Monday to have the Thompson (D) and Lois R. Hall
by the Panhellenlc Council. The rocking chair marathon benefitted ballots recounted.
(R), which ended with a 224-vote
the United Stites Association for tile Blind Athletes. See story on
If there is a recount, the change win for Hall.
could affect the race between Dick
page 3. (Photo by Helen Gaussoln)
Culp said, "I'm afraid this is an
Minzner (D) and C.A. Bowerman
(R) for the state representative seat error of the county clerk;s office."
in District 23, which ended in a tie;
When voters used the straight
the race between incumbent Daren
Hillery (R) and Robert Hawk (D) ·party lever, Culp said, it recorded
for the state representative seat in votes for every person in that
District 19, which ended in a one particular party, including those the
By United Press International
Asked about the report, a State vote win for Hawk; the District 10 voter was not eligible to vote for.
Department spokesman said there
Divisions within Iran grew was no indication when a U.S. reply
sharper Sunday with a Tehran would be sent.
State Department spokesman
newspaper run by a former prime
minister
defending
Sadegh John Trattner said Friday the
Ghotbzadeh, the imprisoned United States was "at the point of
Journal not only gave suggestions
former foreign minister who ad- decision" on its response to Iran's Phoebe Latimer
for solutions to the economic
vocates release of the S2 American four conditions for freeing the
In a speech at UNM Friday, the problems in the U.S., but also said
hostages.
hostages.
There were no new developments
In return for the hostages, Iran is associate editor of The Wall Street he was very cautious about the new
to indicate that release of the demanding the United States pledge
captives, held for 372 days, was any not to interfere in Iranian affairs,
drop all legal claims against Iran,
closer.
Ghotbzadeh, who warned before free its frozen assets and return the
his arrest that radical policies in late shah's wealth.
lran were making the release more
The Post said the proposal was
difficult, was imprisoned Friday in under study by senior officials but
Tehran after allegedly criticizing had not been given to President
both officials of the state radio and Carter for final approval. Citing
television and the militants holding unnamed informed sources, the
the hostages.
newspaper said officials hoped
"If Ghotbzadeh and (former Carter would approve the response
media chief Mohammad Moalegh) early in the week for transmission
Eslami are arrestable, then so to Iran.
In an interview with Swedish
should two-thirds of the Iranian
people (be arrested) under the same television in Tehran, Ghotbzadeh, a
charges," said the Tehran daily former head of Iranian television,
said the confusion surrounding the
Mizan.
The newspaper, run by Mehdi release of the hostages was a result
Bazargan, Iran's prime minister in of his country's prolonged exthe early days of the revolution that periment with radicalism.
swept the shah from power, said in
"lf we were to prevent
a frorttpage story, "This is treating (radicalism), however, we would
a toothache with a punch and a have needed to set up a tremendous
dictatorship," Ghotbzadeh said
hammer."
the Washington Post reported two days before his arrest.
Ghotbzadeh has repeatedly called
that the Carter administration is
preparing. to respond to Iran's for release of the hostages and has
demands for release of the hostages been openly critical of hardline
with proposals thaf will meet the Prime Minister Mohammad Ali
spirit if not the letter of Tehran's Rajai~ who fired him after comins
to power last Auaust.
Lindler H.
position.

Divisions in Iran Gro\V

originally entitled, The student
explained further that 10 percent of
the additional .award was to be
returned "as a kickback." The
student, realizing the seriousness of
the situation, then approached the
authorities.
Chreist said that Romero's
activities 1 •exceeded her authority.''
He added that several employees in
the past were terminated for
"exceeding their authority."
"We don't have a serious
problem in regard to funds,'' said
John E. Whiteside, associate
director of Student Financial Aid
and Career Services, "but more
than one person has been terminated from the office; I consider
that serious."
Neither Chreist nor Whiteside
would explain how the alleged
embezzlement of financial award
money would have been perpetrated. Both did agree, however,
that the possibility of making
changes on student files and data
processing sheets was there. "If it
were a person's intention to falsify
someone's record, it could be
done," Chreist said.
Employees of the Office of
Student Financial Aids have
refused to discuss the situation.
One employee said, 11 1 am afraid of
losing my job if I talk about Lillian
Romero."
Chreist said that since the
situation involving misuse of
federal funds has occured, the
Office of Student Financial Aid has
"expanded its checks and balances" to prevent something like this
from happening again.
The first step of Romero's appeal, Friday afternoon, was to
11
hold an informal meeting" as
outlined in the UNM Pathfinder.
The meeting included both parties
involved, Romero and Chreist.
~hreist is expected to release a
written decision on the issue this
week.

Editor Speaks on U.S. Econon1ics
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administration's ability to cure
those economic ills.
"Prospects for Economic
Policies'' was the topic of
columnist Lindley H. Clark's
speech before students and
businessmen at the Anderson
School of Management's top
management fall briefing.
In a press conference. before the
afternoon speech, Clark emphasized that a policy of
"gradualism'' was essential in
solving the country's economic
problems.
Clark defined 11 gradualismu as a
policy of implementing consistent
economic plans to promote stability
to the currently disastrous, unstable
policies that were pursued by
Jimmy Carter.
Clark indicated that he could feel
optimistic about future economic
policies of the new administration
only if certain long-range guidelines
are followed.
!'Wall Street; like the rest of the
country, remains to be convinced
that Reagan intends to do
everything he can to get the
economy back to stability again,"
he said.
In reducing inflation on a
national levc:l, Clark emphasized it
is necessary to reduce the money

continued on page 3
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Rock-a,.Thon Nets $600 for Blind

by United Press International

"...

Helen Gaussoin

Social Security Still Ailing
the system, which had 35 million
beneficiaries as of 1979.
The report 1aid projections show
the fund'> reserve levels "will be
inadequate to maintain the cash
flow of the program by late 1981 or
curly 1982."
It rai.1cd the possibility of a
restructuring that eliminates the
current pay-as-you-go basis in
whkh workers now finance benefits

WASHINGTON
Despite
planned tax increases, the Social
Security system faces problems with
having enough money to pay the
nation's elderly and dependents
within a year or two, a
con!(rcssional
study concluded
Suntlay.
The report by the Joint
l'conomk Commi tlcc concluded
>omething has to he !lone l<J rescue

Appointees May Affect
Supreme Court Stance

for current retirees, instead of a
worker paying toward his own
retirement in the future.
The report said that would allow
the investment of such monies,
reaping the
benefits
upon
retirement. It said such a policy also
would help the general economy.
"If unemployment, inflation,
and the rate of economic growth
remain at unacceptable levels, this
potential time bomb could explode
unless it is defused by various
means."
The report said those means
include "increasing the retirement
age, reducing benefits, expanding
the coverage of Social Security to
include federal employees in order
to increase revenues, or some
combination of these."

WASH! NGTON President judges who ''respect traditional
Ronald Reagan may have the family values and the sanctity of
opportunity to dominate the life." That stand was criticized as a
Supreme Court and move it further "litmus test" on abortion, but
to the right by appointing several Reagan said he would not assess
members - possibly including the judicial nominees on a single-issue
first woman justice.
basis.
The president-elect could have
William French Smith, a close
PASADENA, Calif.- Voyager
four or more chances to appoint Reagan adviser and personal at·
is not only taking pictures of
justices.
torney, said, "In a nutshell, his Saturn and its many moons, it also
Five of the nine justices are in political philosophy is the laws of is recording the eerie screams that
their 70s - Chief Justice Warren the country should be made by the occur when solar winds strike the
Burger, Justices William Brennan, legislature and construed by the planet's magnetic field, Dr. Fred
Thurgood Marshall, Harry Black- judiciary, and, to the extent Scarf of the Plasma Wave
mun and Lewis Powell. All of those possible, not made by the
but Burger have suffered health judiciary."
Smith, mentioned both as a
problems recently.
The two most liberal members- possible attorney general or
Supreme Court nominee, said he
Brennan, 74, and Marshall, 72 TULSA, Okla. - University of
were ill last year, sparking expects the former California
retirement speculation. But most governor will pick federal judges Tulsa students forced off campus
court observers feel they will try to much as he made appointments to by an infestation of head lice return
hang on, hoping to slow the court's the state bench.
to classes Monday but county
Paul Haerle, who screened state health officials said the students
drift away from activism.
Reagan has pledged to name a judicial nominees, said Reagan
might bring the problem back with
woman to "one of the first "simultaneously stressed quality them.
Supreme Court vacancies in my and an essentially conservative
Classes were canceled Friday so
administration," and also has made judicial philosophy."
exterminators
could
spray
Haerle said he expects Reagan to university buildings and dorclear he wants his appointees to the
lifetime posts to conform to his look for nominees like Justice mitories.
William
Rehnquist,
whose
views.
Dr. Fred Reynolds of the CityIn part, that philosophy is "knowledge, intellectual abilities County Health Department Sunday
embodied in the GOP platform and conservative philosophy make blamed the outbreak on the perwhich calls for appointment of him an ideal sort of appointment." sonal hygiene habits of some

Domenici Plans Cuts
WASHINGTON - Congress
must take some unpopular steps
to cut spending if Ronald
Reagan is to carry out the
people's Election Day mandate,
the new Senate budget leader
says,
Reagan can only keep his
promise to control federal
spending if Congress works with
him, Sen. Pete Domenici, RN.M., said in an interview.
Domenici, a proponent of
cutiing spending and balancing
the federal budget, will take over
the chairmanship of the Budget
Committee in January.
One of Domenici's top
priorities will be the same as his

predecessor's - strengthening
America's defense capability.
He plans to cut everywhere but
the Pentagon budget, which he
hopes to beef up.
He would not detail where he
wants cuts made, saying he
prefers to see Reagan's budget
recommendations first. But he
said a 2 percent across-the-board
cut, exempting the Pentagon,
would be one way to start,
The task will not be easy, he
added, but it can be done.
Domenici has favored cutting
social programs in past sessions,
arguing some welfare programs
have grown much faster than
they should.

Voyager Moves on Toward Titan
Experiment said Sunday.
Imaging Team leader Dr.
Bradford Smith said new photos of
Saturn, enhanced by computer,
show atmospheric effects which are
just the opposite from those on its
neighbor, Jupiter.

Students Forced To Nit-Pick
students.
"If students who move back into
fumigated dorms still have the lice
problem, it will reappear,"
Reynolds said.
"lt is mostly a problem of
association
and
not
environmental," said Reynolds.
He said lice cannot jump or fly,
but instead are usually transmitted
through borrowed combs, clothes
or hats.
He said the parasites also can be
transmitted through contact with
people who are infested.

On Jupiter, he said, the highest
zonal wind velocities occur at the
edges of the bands encircling the
planet's deep gas atmosphere. On
Saturn, however, the highest
velocities are in the center of the
bands and the winds at the edges
barely move at alL
Enhanced
Voyager
pictures
showed a region in the Cassini
Division, an area between the A
and B rings, which contains
"ringlets" of matter ranging from
300 miles to 500 miles wide. The
material showed up only in an
ultraviolet scan and not in other
photos, Smith said.
Voyager will fly by Titan at 2,500
miles from the top of its murky
atmosphere Tuesday afternoon,
trying to see through the thick
methane envelope to its surface,
which may hold lakes of liquid
nitrogen or liquid methane. The
dynamics of the atmosphere are not
well understood, said Dr. Ed Stone,
project scientist.

Members of the Panhellenic
Council raised $600 for the United
States Association of Blind Athletes
in a rock-a-thon in the SUB this
weekend.

Michelle Lujan, chairman of the
rocking chair marathon committee,
said the charity event "went great"
despite only one week of planning.
She said each sorority house
raised at least $75 in pledges and
Alpha Delta Pi contributed more.

Editor Speaks on Economy
expects to be successful in curbing
inOation, the government will have
to be more open about its economic
policieo and the consequences of
those policies.
l-Ie said the people need to know
why certain economic principles are
implemented and what to expect
from those principles,
"People have to begin believing
in the govemment, again," he
stressed.

continued from page 1
supply growth and gradually slow
down the growth of the country's
economy.
Clark said that it is possible, if
long range policies are implemented, to reduce inflation to 4
or 5 percent within the next four or
five years.
However, Clark estimated that
even with stable, long-term
planning, it would take until next
spring before noticeable relief in the
market could be seen.
When asked how Reagan would
cut taxes and boost the defense
budget, Clark replied, "I like John
Anderson's response to this 'With mirrors.'"
Clark said he believed Reagan
had the ability to hire competent,
well-qualified economic advisors,
pointing out that Carter had very
incompetent economic advisors.
Clark added that if Reagan

He said, for example, that if
labor thinks inflation is going to be
10 to 15 percent, then it will
demand similar salary increases.
He also added that it is essential
for Reagan to instill immediate
confidence in his economic policies
and advisors.
Clark said he had backed George
Bush in the primary, which, he
concluded, has given him greater
confidence in the new administration.

Joe Dominguez from the New
Mexico Preschool for the Blind
suggested the rock-a-thon, Lujan
said.
One reason the Panhellenic
Council decided to follow his
suggestion was to show the
sororities "really can get along,"
she said.
She said the sororities wanted to
show they don't only work "for the
Greeks."
She said UNM has four blind
athletes and they "need special
equipment." "A project like this
does a lot to help UNM," she said.
More than $40 in additional
donations was collected during the
two rocking shifts on Friday and
Saturday, Lujan said,

Professor To Talk
Here on Energy
"The Ultimate Catalyst" will be
the title of a lecture given by a
UNM chemistry professor on Nov,
11.
Professor Roy Caton, Jr., wiU
give the speech at the SUB at noon.
The talk is to be a humorous
presentation on the ability to
convert all matter into energy under
controlled conditions. He will
demonstrate how this catalyst turns
garden dirt into pure energy,

Tiffany Willaims falces a ride while Gretchen Clay concentrates on
her rocking. (Photo by Helen Gaussoin)
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2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

S179 with coupon

Reg. $2.11
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW

1830 Lomas

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

bowl of our spiey Green
Chili Stew, i1otar tortilla &
small soft drink

8 1.39

tot:

i;•••••k••
W'ldlite fi\nl

Interview with Schlumberger!

8'1 oeonis Ha~l Ci\itens- $2.SO

Free .
Adrniss1oo

7:30
Sat., 15
Nov.
Or. oa.'"
. . the far East
Treat
lronlau-se
snectatular
I
.

suo.,
Nov. 16
8:15

"

Now serving
donuts & danish
for breakfast

$3.00
StufSrs.
$2.50

r,, -~~

Rat•G•...
ts- y,price
Stu eo

Oil!..

$13.00
$10.00

•••

Theater

d

.-

--·n fiDD.-Sat.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO AnEND OUR
INFORMATION MEETING ON

$199
~

For additional details, please contact your
Placement Office.

z

...........................

~

.......

one per customer
with coupon

exctubes ~~ench 0n1on
~

;::3$
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Get a large soup and "all you
can eat" salad bar-reg. price $2.98 save 99~
VallO till novemse~ 16, 1980

t's Center {or the Arts
The Southwes
~

$225

Soup&Salad

WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER12

21

Spaghetti &
Meatball
includes salad and
rlic bread

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON

boX ollice ope bane 2'17-31
Visit ourIOa.m.-5~30'·"'·
'
..........

2 scrambled eggs, ha~h brown
potatoes, toast & jelly, toffee
or hot tea, fresh fruil

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 AT 3 PM
IN THE LEE STUDENT LOUNGE
in the EE BUILDING

p.SUNMiGSA

E Ai iHE

Schlumberger Well Services, a world leader
in providing highly technical electronic
services in the specialized field of oil and
gas evaluation, is coming to campus to
discuss your career opportunities in the
vital search for energy.

Las
Breakfast special
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American People Shift
Toward Conservatism

Editorial

Will Warnings Be Heeded?
Another report warning against the impending
doom of the nation's Social Security system was
issued recently, but there is no reason to believe thC!t
anyone will heed Its grim predictions any more than
those macje in the last 10 or 15 years.
The report of Congress' Joint Economic Committee
anticipates that the Social Security System's resEJrve
funds will run out in late 1981 or early 1982. The report
attributes the problem to two factors. First, fewer
workers are paying for the benefits of more retirees.
Second, workers are paying for the retirement
benefits of current retirees instead of for their own
retirement. The problem is only aggravated by high
rates of inflation and unemployment and an increase
in the number of beneficiaries.
The most serious part of the problem is that it was
identified in several reports and studies in the mid1960s, but has been persistently ignored by government officials, At least onE! report predicted that the
crisis would appear in the early 1980's at the latest. It
looks like that report was right.
It is amazing, but not surprising, that such an
obvious problem could be ignored for so long. It was
nasily predictable if only by population trends already
in evidence at the time. The post-World War II baby
boom was over. People were living longer. Barring an
unprecedented catastrophe in the United States, the
inevitability that more people would be retiring and
fewer people working was already a foregone con-

Commentary

I can't stand it anymore. They finally have me. I will
do anything to find out ... well, not anything.
I will not wait a moment longer! I want to know who
shot J.R., and I want to know now!
CBS should be arrested for the torture of the
millions of innocent viewers who watch Dallas. They
tempt us; we think we know who did it, but then we
figure out they couldn't have done it. This could be
the worst trauma of my life.
The show really knows how to keep the viewers. I
watched the first episode after cancelling several dates
(hah-hah) and all my other plans for the evening. I sat
down and did not move from the T.V. for two hours.
(Please tell daddy that l was studying at the same
time.)
Well, after the first two hours I still did not know
who shot J.R. So after losing a couple nights' sleep
over it and finally coming to the conclusion Kristen did
it, I forgave CBS for the trauma and watched it again
last night, hopeful they would tell us.
Well, that is the last time I will forgive CBS, (like
they really care). Another episode goes by, and they
still do not tell us who did it. They hint, of course, that
Sue Ellen did It, but she didn't. First of all she was too
drunk, and second of all, if she did go to Kristen's
apartmomt ·- which l don't think she did - it was five

by Garry Trudeau

Analysis by Clay F. Richards
UPI Political Writer

A5KHf;R

IF I CAN
CA/./.H&R....._

elusion. As long as workers continued to pay for
retirees' benefits, which they still are, the Social
Security Syste'!l was headed for financial oisaster.

BACK.

...,

Considering the history of government
management of the Social Security System, we can
expect that all stop-gap solutions will be exhausted
before anyone takes the time to develop a feasible
permanent solution. We can also expect that in the
interim workers will be screwed royally.
Social Security taxes (euphemistically called
"contributions") will continue to rise, creating an
ever-increasing burden on those least able to afford it.
Probably because tax laws were written by the
wealthy, persons in the lowest tax-paying income
brackets have traditionally paid a greater percentage
of their incomes to the government than the wealthy.
Persons who have not attended college and those
who will graduate in the next few years will be the
hardest hit by any reforms in the Social Security
taxation system. Any change in who is paying whose
benefits will almost certainly prompt an immediate, if
transitory, increase In taxes. Any reform will likely
include a change from paying current retirees' benefits
to paying for one's own retirement. That means that
for a while someone will have to pay for both, and if
changes are made quickly, by government standards,
today's freshmen will be among the first to pay.
Vaseline anyone?

by Paula Easley

Millions of TV Viewers Tortured
Dear Mom,

DOONESBURY

a.m., and J.R. was shot long before five a.m. (Just
call me Detective Easley).
So here are millions of people all over the world who
have to wait another week. And there is no guarantee
that they are going to tell us next week.
Just think of all the time that is being wasted.
People at work can't concentrate until they know.
Please, CBS, tell us now and let the world get back to
normal.
I think it would be interesting for CBS to conduct a
survey of how many viewers were led to drink or to
nervous breakdowns over this show. But, no, they
don't want to conduct a survey; they are too busy
laughing at the world. "Look," they say, "just look,
we got them by the pucks."
There is nothing l can do about finding out who did
it. You don't know do you, Mom? l would ask if
anyone reading this column knew who shot him, but I
don't think there is anyone reading this column.
So now I wait. Patiently and calmly. Of course I
know Kristen did it. She did do it, didn't she? CBS, did
she do it?
Well, Mom, I have got to go lie down; all of this
excitment got me tired. You don't need to send me
money this week; I am too upset to spend any.

SHE3 SAYS NeVER
M!NP, SH~/1.. FINO
SO'rlfXJN/3 lit.se 7D
TA!<C A SH()(AJCR.

NO! IA/AIT!

PONT HANe
UP!"-...._
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DOONESBURY
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by Garry Trudeau
?HANKS, MARK. MY N&a/ WKti
CALt.elJ"THe M£/J.Ot/1 AOOriME.
!TJ3 AU A80UT R£1/t. f397liT&,
H:JUJ IT C4N CHANGe YO!JR.
tlf/3. AN!? MAKe YO!J fe/3/..
GOO!? IIBO{)T YOU/<5£/.P.

\
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Your loving daughter
(Who will probably shoot herself before she finds out
who shot J,R.)
\
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W ASH!NGTON (UPI) - The
election of Ronald Reagan and a
conservative,
Republicancontrolled Senate could mark a
nationwide swing to the right
unknown in modern America.
Liberals who think they only
have to hold their breath for four
years until events swing back to the
left should worry. There are more
vulnerable Democratic senators
from conservative states with their
jobs on the line in upcoming
elections.
Even longer range, Republicans
now control at least one house of
the legislature or the governorship
in nearly 70 percent of the states moving up heavily in the 1980
election in an area where
Democrats have dominated.
Republicans hope next year's
reapportionment will bring a GOP
majority in the House by the 1982
elections. They won 33 seats this
year to more than cut in half the
Democratic margin.
The first test for the new conservative guard comes before it
even takes office. The lame duck
Congress convenes Wednesday and
conservative incumbents may have
to fight off last-minute liberal
attempts to spend money.
Republicans using filibusters and
parlimentary
maneuvering
probably will block any legislation
in the lame duck session except for
the second budget resolution which they consider very important
and perhaps some appropriations bills.
It is likely Congress will approve
funding at 1980 levels for those
departments,
agencies
and
programs, most of which which
have not received appropriations.
Prospects are that some major
bills which had, at least, a chance if
Carter had been reelected will die.
That includes criminal code reform,
enforcement powers for open
housing laws, a "super fund" for
chemical waste cleanup and
probably Alaska lands.
And dozens of Carter appointments awaiting Senate confirmation including federal
judges - will be left to languish so
Reagan can make his own
nominations.
,
The 97th Congress, responding
to. Reagan, may well push through
or try to constitutional
amendments outlawing abortions
and pennitting voluntary prayers in
schools. Both have been blocked in
committee by Democrats.
Many social programs will be
targeted for cutbacks or held at
present levels and efforts may be
made to shackle the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration,
the Legal Services Corp. and other
agencies conservatives have at·
tacked over the years. Some may be
junked altogether.
Another target may be the $6
billion revenue sharing program.
Republican governors and mayors
like the money just as much as
Democrats, but it is an obviously
big chunk of money that can be cut
by conservative waste watchers.
Labor legislation that will die
includes not only labor law refonn,
but common situs picketing and
attempts are expected to establish a
two-tier minimum wage.
There may be speedup of MX
missile system development and
money for weapons system.
Reagan and Congress will have to
work together to achieve Reagan's
campaign pledge of disbanding the
Education and Energy departments, both of which were added
under Carter. Reagan has said he
will appoint secretaries of the two
departments until Congress can
transfer what he termed their
legitimate duties back to other
agencies.
The major impact Reagan may

have on history concerns Supreme
Court appointments.
Five of the nine justices are over
70 -Chief Justice Warren Burger,
73; Harry Blackmun, 71; Thurgood
Marshall, the court's only black
justice, 72; William Brennan, 74;
and Lewis Powell, 73.
If Reagan does appoint justices
who strictly adhere to the GOP
platform, it is possible the court
could
overrule its landmark
abortion decision.
Other areas that could be affected are women's rights, personal
privacy, criminal Jaw and the
amount of government involvement
in private lives.
One Republican goal- defeat of
the Equal Rights Amendment - is
out of the hands of Reagan and the
Senate and in the hands of the
states. But with no national
leadership pushing for its passage,
and a generally more conservative
tone across the nation, its chances,
too, are diminished.
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Just try to match these things with a commercial
bank and see what you get.
A credit union is governed by a board of directors
that is elected by the membership, while a supervisory committee is usually appointed by the board
to audit the credit union annually. A credit committee is also an elected committee that meets at least
weekly to approve loans, and an advisory committee
is set up to advise on possible needs and directions
for the credit union. A member is therefore
guaranteed representation in his bu~iness transactions with the credit union.
A well-managed student credit union could benefit
students as well as becoming a base for investing
some of ASUNM's revenues, which make up one of
the largest student budgets in the country,

everything from nuclear pro·
pulsion to systems analysis,
oceanography to inventory
management. In graduate
school, this training would
cost you thousands, but in
the Navy, we pay you.
Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for
more infonnation. Or call
toll-free 800-841-8000 (in GA
call toll-free 800-342-5855 ).
There's no obligation, and
you'lllearn about an excellent
way to start a career in
management. As a college
graduate you can get manage·
ment experience in any indus·
try. But you'll get it soonerand more of it-in the Navy.
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The More We Know. The More We Can !Jelp.

The Privacy Act under TiUe 10. Section 503,
SOS. and 510 states that you do not have to
Brtswer the personal questions we have askOO.

However. the more we know. the more
·accurately we can determine your quali!iea·
tion~r our Na.,;::_~icer Pro~m_:_ _ _ _.J
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Earlier this week, I had the opportunity to look
over the operations of a credit union in good
financial standing.
Sharon Bosom worth, manager of the ALO Credit
Union on Kirtland AFB for Department of Energy
employees, explained that she and another person
are responsible for the handling of over $4 million in
assets, "The national average number of employees
for a credit union this size is five," said Bosomworth.
A credit union is a cooperative financial institution
in which the owners are the members (or
shareholders). Members purchase shares which earn
interest and behave as money in savings accounts
does. There may be a minimum balance required to
be maintained for continued membership. In addition, members may have their money in share draft
accounts which are the same as a saving account with
check priveleges.
The unique aspect about credit unions is the fact is
that they are for the members. ALO, for example,
pays seven percent interest on savings accounts, five
and one half percent on share draft accounts, and
issues free traveller's checks. Also, signature loans
(no collateral required) are available at 12 percent.

Think of a ship as a corpora·
tion, and it's not farfetched at
all. A destroyer may have
fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
running the show.
You become part of the
management team when you
get your commission as an
ensign after just 16 weeks of
leadership training at Officer
Candidate School.
Choose to be a Navy officer
and you are responsible for
people and equipment almost
immediately.
Many officers go on for
further advanced schooling.
The Navy has literally dozens
of fields for its officers-
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Low Cost Energy Pointers Given
A tJNM graduate ha; published
an arlklc on ~ost,cffcctive energy
(.'omcrvation at horne in New
Afc>>:icu Wild/if£• magat.inc.
Su,;m Wolin~ky, who graduated
m publi' admiuistration, dc;cribcd
how to save money on home
hratirw .:o.,ts.
Wolinsky, who worked as an

intern at the State Energy and
Mineral!>
department,
rccom·
mended installing a night light 11nd
electric timer on furnace thermo!>tats. The heat generated by the
ligllt activates the thermostat and
the furmtcc will run only until the
p1c-wt time on the timer.
Studies show the timer device can

Four Men Sought by Police,
Suspected of Rape by UNM
Kcll~

Gibbs

{JNM <·ampu~ Police now have a
dt•tailcd dc~~ription of a car and its
u~cupants who allegedly abducted
and raped an 18-ycar-old woman
n~ar UNM campu~.
The description has not been
released because the investigation is
ongoing, but police say it is "an
excellent lead.'' Police did reveal
that the ~uspects were three black
men and one white man.
The incident occurred last
Monday when a young out·of-town
woman wus selling magazine
,ubscriptions door-to-door on Yale
Blvd., between Mesa Vista and

Sigma Chi Roads, just north of
UNM campus. She told police a car
pulled up alongside the sidewalk
where she was walking, and one
man pulled her into the car, then
drove away with her.
The woman told police she was
driven to a "secluded, dark, empty
place" and raped repeatedly by all
four men. She said she woke up the
next day in a field near a busy street
and a woman took her to the hotel
where she was staying.
After being treated and released
from a local hospital Tuesday
evening, the woman began working
with city and campus police to
identify and lind the suspects.
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easily save 12 percent or more on
heating bills, she said.
She said making minor changes
in lifestyle can save money without
spending any.
Wearing a sweater at home,
heating only rooms in the house
that are actually used, opening the
drapes to Jet in the maximium
amount of sunlight dudng the d&y
and closing them at night to trap
heat inside and learning to open
doors and windows less frequently
are
money-saving
changes
Wolinsky suggested.
Wolinsky also talked about the
Russian fireplace which has been in
used for over 500 years in Russia,
but is just recently being adopted in
the U.S.
Heat from the fire is stored in the
heavy materials of the fireplace and
is radiated into a room for up to
two days.
The fireplace claims 90 percent
efficiency, compared to the 10
percent efficiency of the conventional fireplace.
lt is the ideal auxiliary heating
system .in a passive solar home, she
said.
The New Mexico Energy Institute
at UNM is currently testing Russian
fireplaces in community centers
around the state, Wolinsky said.

Rough Course
I'm the new instructor
for this upper level class
I 'II try my best to bore you
and you try your best to pass
My Master's is from Harvard
my Ph.D.'s from Yale
My ego is so huge
that it's acquired its own smell
My lectures are confusing
the content, dull and dry
My tests are impossible to pass
but, it's fun to watch you try
The questions I ask are meaningless
and they're intimidating too
I've purposely designed them
to make an idiot out of you
I get my kicks from flunking
as many students as I can
If you're lucky enough to pass this course
don't try your luck again
Hess

Smoke and Food Rejection
Linked by Socorro Professor

faculty member believes cigarette
smoke may be responsible for
causing some children to reject
foods.
·---- ~----------------- -------------""T certain
Assistant Psychology Professor
\
witllt
: Frank T. Etscorn believes he has
shown that laboratory mice develop
a reluctance to drinking sweetened
water when they are exposed to
cigarette smoke 30 minutes after
drinking such liquid for the first
I KIIIIEit.ltlWiliiE
1·95
, ALililWOI/E.ftE'IIM!ml11111 -v· r.;
0·5
'11/rt~~trrfiL
time. Mice subjected to smoke
I
293·9725
7·50£... CAll.
IL
f ......,... ....
drank significantly less sugar water
than other groups of mice that were
: o\T(Y Cl'#~
subject only to ro0m air. All
I rr:J/.1] :at_ •
Limit 0~ .Jo 1\ ~t:¥
I
!.-·-·---------~--~--~-·-------~-------- conditions were the same.
The mice breathed the type of
smoke non·smokers inhale when a
smoker is nearby.
Etscorn said he believes his
findings may also apply to infants
because they are particularly
vulnerable to cigarette smoke which
.-..~··~
is composed of more than I ,000
IIIDwllalnOullillln
chemicals.
The liver in an adult detoxifies
nicotine in the body, but a
newborn's liver does not function
1111-llftiE
at
full capacity.
r
'------V
.IIDII1lll
The part of the brain that acts as
•He"'
<>nov! rnl"~ thrwl
15.
293·9725
L
a barrier to harmful drugs is not as
well developed in babies as it is in
adults and allows more chemicals
into the system,
Etscorn said that a baby may feel
nauseous when exposed to
relatively small doses of smoke. If
this happens at the same time or
several hours after an infant has
eaten a new food, the child may
connect the two and reject the food
. in the future, he said.
Etscorn, who works mainly with
animals, said he does not plan to
pursue his research with infants,
but does intend to continue
studying nicotine, especially its
addictive characteristics.
One sign of addiction is
development of tolerance to a drug.
Etscorn said he believes the
tolerance process with cigarettes is
often overlooked because it happens so quickly.
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Tolerance is reached when a user
becomes accustomed to the initial
effects of a drug, he said. Most
people feel nauseau, sweating or
dizziness with their .first cigarette,
but these symptoms quickly go
away.
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Physiological changes also occur.
The smoker's body is able to
metabolize nicotine more quickly
than can the non-smoker's •
Etscorn said he wants to delve
into cigarette tolerance more deeply
using laboratory mice.

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTILES

$2.00

Casey Optical Co.
(J doort WIST ot Re~tall Drug)
LOMAS AT WASHINGTON :Z6!t•B846

Reaction on campus to Ronald Reagan's election tn the presidency took only a few
days to manifest itself in graffiti. These words had appeared in two places on the
walls of Woodward Hall by Thursday, located so that passets·by could not miss

National Organization
Seeks Hispanic Parity
Marc L. Mervis
The number of Hispanic un·
dergraduate students who graduate
with degrees in engineering
nationally has almost doubled since
1973, but those students .still make
up less than 2 percent of all
engineering students who obtain
undergraduate degrees in the U.S.
A total of 58,742 students in the
U.S. graduated last May with
undergraduate
degrees
in
engineering out of a total
engineering enrollment of about
325,000. Of that total, only I ,003
were Hispanic engineering students.
The president of a local career
occupation research group wants to
see parity between the number of
Hispanic engineering graduates and
all engineering graduates in New
Mexico and the U.S. by 1985.
Henry J. Casso, president of the
National Institute for Professional
Development Inc. (NIPD), said
three goals were outlined to reach
parity between Hispanic students
and the total graduating class of
engineers by participants of the
National Hispanic Engineering and
Science Symposium, held last
month in Albuquerque .
"During the decade of the
1980's, we want parity in students
prepared to leave high school with
preparation in math and science to
enter engineering and technicallyrelated careers; parity in actual
college entrance into engineering
and technically·related careers; and
parity in the output (graduation
from undergraduate engineering
programs)."
Casso said NIPD hopes to
initiate a program called "Project
Uplift" to upgrade math and
science programs in all 88 school

districts in the state.
Eight school districts in New
Mexico, including Albuquerque
Public Schools, wer.e invited to the
symposium and informed about
"Project Uplift," Casso said.
He said the effort to upgrade
math and science programs in New
Mexico's public schools is patterned after a similar program in
California called "Mathematics,
Engineering,
Science
Achievement," headed by Robert
Finnell.
Casso said he hopes the program
will encourage recruitment of
Hispanic students.
He said he hopes that colleges
and universities establish programs
organized to keep Hispanic
engineering students in school and
develop retention programs that
enable students to complete their
degrees.
New Mexico has a minority
population of almost 50 percent,
with an estimated Hispanic
population of about 40 percent.
Casso said by 1985 he would like
to see engineering enrollments
reflect those percentages in
engineering colleges throughout the
state.

Rape Intervention
Colloquim Set
Rape crisis intervention will be
the topic of a colloquium open to
the UNM community Nov. 13 at
noon in the Women's Center.
Assistant Professor Rebecca
Jackson will show a film and
discuss her studies of intervention
programs for rape victims.
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HOUSTON UGHDNG &
POWER INTERVIEWS
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 11, 1980
As the sixth largest and fastest growing utility company in the nation, Houston
Lighting and Power offers graduating students a wealth of career opportunities
in a variety of fields. For a stable career that virtually guarantees challenge and
success, consider Houston Lighting and Power. We are seeking qualified
candidates with degrees in the following fields:

BSEE
BSME
BSCE

BSCHE
BSIE

2 slices of cheese plzzQ
fot Sl.OO
with purchose of Iorge soft drink
with coupon

11/10 thru 11/16
Whole wheat, Neopollton, Slclllon
127 Hc:.tvord SE
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1/2 bl. South of Centro! Colzo
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For more detailed information or to make an
appointment for an interview with
Houston Lighting and Power, please
contact the Campus Placement Office.
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them. UNM campus reaction has not matched that of the University of Berkeley,
where students marched and took over an adminlst1ation building last week.
(Photo by Ken Clark)
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Arts
Rothenburg Is Trying
To Get Message Across
Commenlary by l.ce Heck
A

young

teen-age

boy

is

~y>tcrnaticnlly sodomized by a pack

or men.

His superiors know of the
brutulizing
and
dehumanizing
torture the boy suffers every day
l'or months at a time, yet they either
condone it as "just," or simply
choose to ignore the young man's
hell on earth.
David Rothcnbmg, executive
director of Fortune Society, an
organization dedicated to prison
reform, said there arc far too many
people in prison today. He
reiterates what most of us already
know when he said the criminal
ju<otice system admits that prison
punishment does not work.
So, no, the opening scenario is
not an X- rated movie. It is real life
for a lot of young boy.~ in an actual
prison. There is no play acting, and
no rehearsing, but we do have an
audience. The whole country is
watching, apathetically, uncaring
and unwilling to become involved,
because they really don't understand, or they are calloused, or
they still archaically believe mao
must be inhumanly punished in a
manner that is all to often more
brutal than the crime itself.
Most kids in prison are only kids
with labels thought up by society,
which docs not know how to deal
with them and so invents labels to
cxplai n away problem children. The
labels arc necessary as long as we
insist upon catagorizing indviduals
and then nominating a particular
punishment for criminal offenders.
At least by labeling, society can

Producer of Broadway Plays
Shows Prison Reform Needed
you will experience emotions and
feelings you never knew you had.
The play works past political
Thirteen years ago, young
Broadway
producer,
David theorizing and social probing, and
Rothenburg, became responsible just shows you a kid who went to
for a lot more than a first-night jail.
Rothenburg visited prisons to
opening, He helped nurture a
phenomena~
of social con- gain an understanding of the "feel"
sciousness with his new play and atmosphere of prisons when
the play was first produced in 1967.
Fortune in Men's Eyes.
The people in the audience of He gained more than acting
Fortune become vicarious inmates techniques and gave his production
of a typical prison, and through the such realism that the play has
eyes of the new inmate Smitty, we become a landmark in the spurring
learn how to survive in one of of prison reform.
society's "just" centers of
Because of each audience's newly
correction.
awakened feelings regarding prison
Smitty, a young and basically and prison inmates, they would
"innocent" boy in a dangerous remain after the play for
world of hardened men, finds out discussion. Many times exvery early during his incarceration prisoners would appear for the
that he is going to need a protector discussion.
These
discussions
or be put on the meat block as an became the cornerstone of an
unwilling sex partner to a pack of organization with Rothenburg as
hungry wolves. Smitty finds his executive director, now known as
protector.
The Fortune Society.
Fortune in Men's Eyes is a play
Rothenburg found a new calling,
of survival. Do not expect to be and now devotes full time to
amused when attending the play. Fortune
Society
and
the
You are, however, forewarned that organization's work in prisoner
self-help programs.
Fortune in Men's Eyes is playing
at the Performance Space in Santa
Fe this week. Rothcnburg will be
present for the discussion following
entitled, "The Social Dimension of the play.
Fortune is urged upon you, if not
Mortuary Art in Pre-Conquest
only because of the very fine and
Western Panama.''
realistic acting, but as a social
Bainbridge
Bunting's
ac- awakening, and if you should come
complishments range from the away with an insight of what prison
expansion of the art history life is all about, good.
program and slide library at UNM
For reservations and into the examination of the ar· formation, call The Performance
chitccture of New Mexico.
Space in Santa Fe.

Musuen1 Shows Excavation
Linda Williams
A life-sized reconstucti1111 of the
excavated Tijeras Cnuyon is on
display at the Maxwell Ml1scun1 of
Anthropology,
"Tijeras Catl}'\ln: Analyses of
the Past" features a del ailed rcplil:a
of three portions Of the ab1111d0ned
settlement: The TijenL~ Pueblo and
a trash heap of that pueblo; a
ceremonial room (Kiva), used by
various groups for ritual purposes,
and a habitation room, for people
who spent most of their time in
outdoor work areas.
The exhibit, which will be on
display through Aug. 30, 198 I, is
designed to show visitors the archeological process used during the
excavation.
The deserted pueblo was occupied by the Anasazi Indians. The
population at the time the settlement was built was ,about 200.
Archeologists say that conditions
were unusually good, but in a few
years climate and soil conditions

Lee Beck

congregationally pat itself on the
back and piously proclaim, "We
have protected all good citizens
from the evils of crime.''
This charade of doing unto
others simply means in nonlegalistic language, we don't have
to face facts, consequently, we
don' I have to deal with crime or
those who commit crimes. We
simply lock them up and never ask
our.1elvcs if we are not also
criminals.
Sure, we must remove certain
harmful individuals from society,
but arc caged cesspools the only
solution a civilized society can come
up with after centuries of advances
in all areas except penal theory?
Rothenburg warns that all
prisons arc potential battlegrounds
and every state's prison system is
primed for riot. It's just a matter of
chance why some prisons explode
into a riot and others do not.
Many of the guys in prison arc at
the peak of their energy, and by
being compressed lnto small caged
spaces, we would have to admit it
would take a man with exceptional
control not to explode into rioting
and other vengeful behavior.
Rothenburg mentions that 1t
costs an average of $18,000 yearly
to house an inmate in a typical U.S.
prison. That enormous figure rarely
prompts an inquiry from concerned
taxpayers on how their money can
be better spent. That amount of
money can go a long way towards
fianancing rehabilitation through
educational
and
self-help
programs. We can be assured
prisoners are receiving an education

David Rothenbutg
- and with our money - but are
we satisfied with graduating people
who are taught to be even worse
citizens than they were before we
inflicted our educational plan upon
them?
Rothen burg and Fortune Society
are at least on the right track by
attempting a reconceptualization of
the criminal justice system and by
advocating the restructuring the
prison system.

I~

Graduate Student Receives 1st Award
Peter Briggs, a graduate student
in art history at UNM, has been
named as the first recipient of the
Bainbridge Bunting Fellowship.
Briggs, who earned his bachelor
of arts degree from Northern
lllinois University and his master of
arts degree from the University of
Kentucky, is now working on his
doctoral dissertation at UNM
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Struggle For
Freedom In
Afghanistan

Linda Cordell, guest curator of
the exhibition, will give a gallery
talk on "Tijeras Canyon: Analses
of the Past" on Tuesday, Nov. IS,
at 4 p.m., and "Living Memories of
People and Places in Tijeras
Canyon" will be the subject of a
lecture given by Dr. Francis Leon
Quintana on Sunday, Pee. 14, at
2:30p.m.
Both talks are open to the public
and will be held at the museum.

\)11:'J~tng PI\ \

olunlemsm-''Thc Altc:rnathc Rout~ Hl
TucScda~.

Dr. Roy Caton
(Professor of Chemistry)

.:clllcru cham:c: to meet new friends.
SMPIRG Board Eltcllon - We're public imerest.
It'$ 1n )·our interc:s,t to pick ur a petition ta run in ~he
annual elec1ion. Come by room 1057 in Mesa Vbta
Hall orcaii277-27S1.
L!~M sn·anta5oy Club-- '<"ill hold its nfxt meeting on
Tuesd.-), Nov. II. at' p.m. in room 2.3'JC of the
Sl'B. A ltcture on fanzines With e.:.amples will be
&1\Cn. and the book lending will begin. for more
information, call Craig at 277·2581.

Conceptions Southwest
Marron Ha11131

Guest Speaker:
Abdurrazzaq
Samandar

Help Is Here!

November10
3:30p.m.
South Ballroom,
SUB

Know your professors. An ASUNM Teacher
Questionnaire is now available. It includes
specific answers on each professor's grading
policy, homework, testing methods, cost of
class materials and comments by the professor
on what will be expected from students.
Booklets are available at the Registration Center and the Information Booth in the SUB.

Sponsored by the
Muslim Student Society

''The Ultimate
Catalyst''
Tuesday

**

12 noon

*
Sub Ballroom

No'. II, front noon tCt J

r m. m the\l,e'lot \\ing, ~~\'11Li flL'l'rConferen'e Room
ol· the An~~:J~on School.
Alpha l'hl Omrga -~a \O·Cd ser .. z~e ur.sanization WtU
ha~c its ICI.!hartcring ntecting on Monday, No ... 10. at
':':30 p.m. in the SL!B 1 room 231E. It \'!-ill be an e,r;-

$2.00

THE LAST LECTURE
SERIES

Skills Center
Workshops for the Week
of November 10

November 11

*

Mon(l0-10)
Tucm-m

The "Last Lectures" are a series in which promi·
nent Univ. faculty will be talking as if they were
giving the Last Lecture of their life. No admission
charge· BRING YOUR LUNCH.

Wed(ll-12)
Thur(ll-13)
Fri(ll-14)

sponsored by:

Math 100/Units 8&9
I-2pm
Math 100/Unit 8&9
10-llam
Writing Lab (drop in)
lOarn-lpm
Hellding/Ratc Improvement
l-2pm
Vocabulary Building
12-lpm
3-4pm
Math 100/Units 8&9
Eng 100/Fragments
12-lpm
12-lpm
Math 100/Units 8&9
Eng tOO/Fragments
Spelling

Agora. United Campus Ministry·ASUNM Free Day-Time Activities

10-llam

llam-12pm
llam-lpm

EFL (drop in}

Skills Center
·ard floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

;1

I
,,

Top- The Habitation Room was used for people who spent most of their time outdoors. The fire pit in
the center was used for cooking, light and possibly heating. Below· The Tijeras Canyon Pueblo, the
/atgest 1oom of the exhibit. (Photo by Linda Williams)

\l'ornenln MllnA~rmt:nl- prcsmttMar)' Poe~le, Vt~
Prc\ldc:nt M the Prc\h}·tcma,n Hospll"'l foundath:m.

\1anagcmcm'' on

P10'~'n Satutda~

ltl,J•"'.l:lrJ9-3llrm

I

The settlement was excavated in
the 1970's by a UNM excavation
team. lt was supervised from 197173 by Professor W. James Judge
and from 1974-76 by Professor
Linda Cordell.

lip~erdee

f,g liP SF..RVlCF

ft~.;o,a m,1~:c~ \~i:: r!a~

went back to normal, causing the
resources to dwindle. They say this
accounts for the settlement being
deserted around 1425.
The area was settled again by the
Spanish in the 1700's.
The descendants of these people
t\fC probably the Rio Grande
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico.

4
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HEAD

EAST
The be•t local bend In New Mexico

Nov. 20th 8:00 P.M.
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
Ticket• Available NOW at all Tlcketma~ter Outlet•

BE THERE OR BE SQUARE

~~
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Sports
Bikers: Your Legs Are Your Fenders
United Press lntcrnnlionul
Riding u bicycle, moped or
motorcycle in auto tn1ffic can be
somewhat akin to rolling an egg
among billard bulls.
Two-wheeled
vehicles
are
painfully vulnerable, giving rise to
the old warning: "Your legs are
your fenders."
· I realized this recently when after a love affair with motorcycles
tlutt began when I wa' 17- I hit a
~andy place in the road and went
'prawling, breaking my left arm.
!1io·clinx Map,azine says II
millinu Americam will buy multi ..
gear bkydc~ lhh year. There are

more than 5 million motorcycles
registered. Mopeds - heavy duty
bicycles with small motors - are
becoming fixtures on college
campuses around the nation.
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation says a typical accident
profile involves a cyclist between
ages 20-24 who is riding a
motorcycle he has had a relatively
short time.
There are some cycle safety tips
that veteran cyclists, the safety
foundation and cycling magazines
and books stress.
Motorcycles and mopeds should
have at least one rcarview mirror,
one for each handlebar rapidly

,• .....................••...•.• ,•
.••
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.••
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A/111E.RICAN
MARKETING
•••
A:l)C )CIATIOf\J
•••
welcomes
••
Mr. Chuck Nelson ••
••
from the
•
Broadway S.W. Arizona Hdq. :
Mr Nelson's top1c will be.
Retoli Morketing
l\r 1t iE·m;c~r 1~·d1ools ot Mononernent
):-1
I J1 N 1~>, Rr lC) PM f<oorr)' 122

•
•

•

•
:
••
•

becoming the norm.
road. But bicycles have as much
Wet leaves, gravel, sand and right to most roads as cars.
snow atop a paved road surface
Although helmets are not
make riding any kind of two- required in 30 of the 50 states, the
wheeled
vehicle
foolhardy, motorcycle
foundation
recommclically altering the "limit of mends all motorcyclists wear them.
adhesion" of which the tires are More and more bicyclists and
capable because of the ballbearing moped riders also are wearing
effect.
helmets.
Cyclists who ride betwet)n rows
Bicycle helmets are usually
of cars risk severe injury from lane· lighter and well ventilated, many
changing cars or even from the with an appearance of the football
opening of a car door.
helmets of the 1920s.
A motorcyclist should get into
Some motorcyclists make the
the habit or checking the condition mistake of purchasing vehicles too
of his bike's chain. Most motor· heavy and unwieldy for their size.
cycle manufacturers recommend The safety foundation said a rule of
no more free play than half an inch thumb is that a motorcycle should
when the chain is depressed at not be too heavy to pick up if it is
lying on its side, and not too heavy
midpoint.
Novices assume that a motor- for the owner to push in tight figure
cycle is more maneuverable than a eights.
ca;·, but any veteran cyclist will
Many accidents happen when a
attest that no motorcyle is as motorcyclist adds a passenger,
maneuverable as any car.
which completely changes the
Motorcyclists at speed must handling characteristics and
envision themselves as on a rail as adhesion limits of cycle tires.
far as rapid evasive maneuvers are
Ten-speed bicyles are capable of
concerned because any quick relatively high speeds in normal
steering change will put a
traffic, with spurts of 25 and 30
motorcycle down.
miles an hour not uncommon, and
.The importance of gloves, boots even 60 down hills. Because of this
and a leather jacket can be attested they are becoming more dangerous .
to by anyone who has ever skidded
In areas of heavy traffic, a
along a paved surface after even the
bicyclist
often takes refuge on a
most routine motorcy1e accident
sidewalk, making it mandatory that
without such protection .
Without proper protective the cyclist slow down and watch for
clothing in cold weather, cyclists pedestrians.
Safety officials advise cyclists to
risk
experiencing hypothermia
which can slow down reaction time constantly try to anticipate danger
situations and clrive conservatively.
and the ability to think clearly.
The painful truth is that an
Bicyling Magazine said in a
recent issue that angry con- accident on a two-wheeled vehicle
frontations between bicyclists and that might cost an automobile
motorists are commonplace, with driver $30 in repairs could be fatal
motorists resentful over sharing the to a cyclist.

•••
•••
•
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Put your stereo
back-on-track
and Shure
will put a pack
on your back.

BALLROOM DANCING
International Style
Group lessons covering Imperial Society Amateur medal
test requirments and preparation for professional exams.
Special rates to those amateur medallists who are already
teaching. We have maintained a
•
100% pass record for 20years.
(:

WI' II q1ve you mom 1l1an a great
d(><tl '>rl a lop·vdlun cartndgel

For Additionallnformation Ca11265·4890

W1th any MD7 Sones Cartrrdge
you buy twtwrmn October 1 and
Ope ember :ll. 1980, you'll rece1vo !h1s
durabiP r:anvds tJ1kc pak. spec1ally
toml7etl wrth th;~ Shure logo and the
thouql1t provok1ng phrase "World's
Bost Prckup · Use 1t to hold your books.
records. lunch almost anyth1ng I

MEN-WOMEN

Soldiers start
college richer.

•&

IMAGINE A CALCULATOR
YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE.
IT'S HERE-THE HP-4IC.

moUe Is to choose from. there·s one to
f1l every system's track1ng force
rnquLr<!rnenls. and every budget Each M97
Cartridge features Shure·s exclus1ve Dynam1c
Stabilizer. wh1cf1 nculrall!es electncal charges on
t11e record surface removes dust and lint
and dllows you to play (JVCn badly warped
records Every Shure M97 also has <l
umquo stylus des1gn thal1nsurcs your
t10anng every note. and a bUilt-In
SIDE-GUARD deflectton assembly
thai protects the frag1le stylus
(needle) aga1ns1 accidental
drops and bumps

I

Mq7 cattr:dge ~~arrH• ·n tu
I SHURE BROTHERS INC . 222 Hartrey Ave
I Evanston. IL 60204 Alln Deparlment638P

I
I
I
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BROTHeR~
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On Saturday the Utah Utes beat
the Lobos 49-21 in Salt Lake City.
There were not many bright spots in
the game for New Mexico, but
when it did shine, it did it with the
words Gabriel-Martin.
These two words accounted for
all three of UNM scores,
Wide reciever Ricky Martin
caught all three of the touchdown
passes from quarterback Robin
Gabriel. Martin's receptions were
for 66, 48 and 47 yards, respectively.

The UNM Volleyball Team (in white}, Terry Neilson (leN}, Batbata Baca (middle) and Linda Archuleta
(right} won both games this weekend. (Photo by Ernest Montoya)

Cross Country Skiing Clinic Set

Martin set a new school record in
touchdown passes caught. The
former record was two, held by
eight different people, including
Martin himself.

A cross country skiing clinic will
be held this weekend on Nov. 14,
15, and 16. The UNM ski team, in
conjuction with Mountains and
Rivers, is sponsoring in clinic.
The program includes new and
exciting cross country ski movies
and workshops on a wide variety of
topics.
FRIDAY: Six films will be shown
beginning at 7 p.m. The films are

Martin also tied the school record
for career touchdown passes
caught, with 15. He shares this
honor with Preston Dennard, who
now plays for the Los Angles
Rams .
Utah led from the beginning of
the game, stacking up four touchdowns before the Lobos got on the
board. The first three times the
Utes had the ball, they scored.
Quarterback
David
Osborn
started for the Lobos, but reinjured his shoulder early in the
game, so Gabriel came in •
UNM has the weekend off, which
should help to get some of the
injuries healed. The Lobos will play
their last game of the season against
San Diego State on Nov, 22 in San
Diego.

High Route Adventure, Race Day, Ski Derby 5 and I OK 11ill be held on
The XC Experience, Free and Easy, the t::-o::o.t campus at 8 a.m •
Bio-mechanica/ Films of the 1979
Pre-Olympic Games and Telemark
Skiing.
SATURDAY: After the breakfast, the topic "Technique and
Training in Cross Country Skiing"
11ill be discussed. A waxing
workshop will be held.
SUNDAY: The Red Baron Roller

JeP.ie.i. The fi:.-.·: g.ame '' ~" a s~e
~~1\\ l--~1~t[e l't:t\\ een the t\\""' te..ln1~ .1..:
CSl- fm.~otll~ h~1..'k. a~:h ant~tdge 1.'f
L\..,~ .., mi-s-;ue~ .1.nJ ._,re~1eJ a l4-1l1
leJJ.
The L,,l,,,, '' ,,rked their '' .1~
ba~k. int"' the game and ~u: the leJ.J
tl"'~l+l3~ ~ut,,erehelJ"~ff 15 . . 1~ln the -;e.:ond game, the L,,h,,
pre' ~ile.:l 15-S. In the :hud )!.lme,
l':-.::>.1 c'n~e again l''"k :he earl)
lead ~nd w.:>n the game 15-5.
In the fourth game, the L,,\:>os
hung tough, t>ut four .::onsecuthe
P•'ints l:>y CSl' pro\ ed to be the
de.:il:ling fa.:tor as they t,K,k the
game 15-1 l.
In the 11fth game, it appeared
neither team "ould !:>real;, but the
L•,bos hdd off the 1 tsitors, 16-14 to
,;,>mplete the upset.
After the match a belated Lob~'
Coa.:h !\iike Hebert s:ud, "This is
the best we ha1e ph\yed all season. I

l~

!!

"'f 15-~.

Lobo Golfers
Finish 7th
The l:\:0.1 11omen's g,,!f team
se\enth ,,f IS teams in the
Stanford 111\itation>~l. LohL' D;ma
HL'''e led the team 11ith a 1~6 in the
thr.:e-round t\lurncy.
Other Lot-o golfers finished this,
thc.ir last tournamcm of the fall
season with, Patti Curtiss, 240, Kim
Em on, ::!43. Cristina Smith, 24S and
Pegg~ Stan,,ood, 160.
L,,b,, golf star Kris !\h,naghan
did not make the trip.
pla~cd

f~

In Spain & mexico

~~

Conceptions
Southwest

!i
··
it

mon. Nov. 10 3 P.m.
lntetnatlonal center
1808 Las Lomas !'-I.E.
Info-call Int. programs 277-4032
~~~:::: :!;;: ::: :::~

;~

;:: :: ;::: =~~n:=t;:: :::~~=: ;:: : ::::::1

COLL()(llTil"'~II•L.t~~XEI)
The Prl·~i<kntial Scholar Cltth invite~ YOH
to attend: .. Fnthcn; and Sons"' ln· 'nr.
Samuel Roll. Profc~~or of Psydwlogy: ~lou·
daY, Xovcmhcr 10. lOHO. :1:00 to4:aO p.m ..
Ihimanitics lOH. the English Ikpartmcnt"s
Experimental Theater.

BmERMEMORY
BmER CONCENTRATION

HYPNOSIS CIN HELP
Dr. P.J. Koury, founder of Unlimited Polen·
llal. Is makrng available to you a cassette tape
that will help facilitate your learning process.
Th1s program has already been used sue·
cesslully throughout the country.

In th<' 1h1rd ,u;d t',,unh g;un"'·
:he 1 ,,p'"'.;. had n\' tr\'Ul'k ~1' the~
'"-'11 h ..'th ~.uuc- ... P~ h.ienth:af '~'-"H~·'\

Information meeting fo/"'

~~

i!!> ::::::: ;: :::

INSTANT
MINDBmER
EXPANSION
RECALL

1~·11

",l~
~:
UN m summer sessions 1~

U

~:
U
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~
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~
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~

~
~

Growing Up In
America

'•

Name - - - - - - - - - - Address --------~
City -:-:--:::-.,-.,..,...,.,. Stale _ _ Zip __
S9c!l5 plus 51.00 Postage & Handlmg

PO Bo• 8427, Kansas C1ty. MO 64114

(A Child Care Cooperative Series
Celebrating 10 Years of
Campus Child Care)

I

INC

Ui''"

cumulate up to
$8,100. For every
$1 saved from Army
pay (up to $75 a
month), the government Will add $2.
If you enlist for 3
years 1n one of several speCified sk1Lis
and meet other
qualrfications, the
Army WILl add a special bonus of $4,000
to your fund. A 4year enlistment
could mean a
$6,000 bonus.

LEO GARCIA
766-:3948

Jo1n tht peopie
Who've joined ttwt!Army.

An £qual O~potlun1ly £mplovet

is now accepting submissions

'Pick-Me-Up'

gram, you can at-

E_ vi.lfbl: !fl ft 60204
M,111ul;ltturf'f'· rl hl{~h fld(~ltly
cmr:porwnrs m·r:rurJtti.JnP':. '10tJnd

c;y~INt ~

Martin Sets
Two Records

FotA

Up to .$14,100
richer. In the Veterans' Educational
Assistance Pro-

_________

.ur lit ,.
1.1P tlii"Y Offl" ,;xp:•w,
,_JI _______________________________
;..
(Jp:_et11lll-~'

1~ J.r.J i..r;. . ,,:l.~J
.
~.1ff \\ ~ ~,... n11ng, ""'n
Sat~rda~ it: fo.."'t:r i!.ln~e~. 14-15. 15 ..
1 L 15·3~ 15-3.
In :he m;lt~h .1ga~n~: ("\.'h"\r1hh'
St,uc. !!i.e L'"'l'\,'~ \\ e:e n ...,t h.' l"e

I

SHURE

SHIJRf

(\_1}..,,r,.tJ~..' StJ~C' "'r. FrtJ..i} 1n :1\t~
g•.une~ 13·15. ~5·~. 15-~. u . t~. lP-

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

Phono C'artridgcs hy

I®H

lC~ol..'11 fl1\.."'-\

:h:nk the te~ h' the nt.th:h lh1' the
p!.l) M' !\ell) 1\.th'll ~c,. 1 h.n.: ne\ er
s~en .1 fr~ ... hln~ul pl.1~ the\\ .1~ ~eib
,i:\.t•\
l1n S.nmd.l~, t '"\\I pl.IH\i ltc''t
h' \\·~"'ming_ in \\lhH \\..1" h.' rc tht.~
fin.ll h\.'me g.tnlc "'if the 't..".l''-)n f. .,r
the 1 ,,[>," anJ 'eaiM SU<' tiar.:-1.1.
l :--;\! •'!'Cned .t 14-11 lc.td In the
ii::~t gan:e '-"'nl~ h' "J~..:h the
t\'\\gjrb ~,,ntc l'" ..l~,'k .1nd t..l~t: th~
l!N g'Ul1~ 15·14.
In the -.~.:,,nJ (!.!me, \ ·:--;\1
•'r~neJ ,1 ~.: le.1J .1nJ h-id h' hc,ld
'-'ff :h~ ..:"''lllC~t'~l~k h.lpJ'~ c... \n\ ~lfl'

~ Pr011r1mlor UnllmH1d Potential

M97

I
I

The l:S:'\1 "''men'> "'lkyl>.lll
e-J n . ."~ "-'f:.t:'. i;.ut t\\1..' ~t~P"
.:i\."\SI!r h.' be..:~.."'n1ing the ilr->t l.t"''i' . .,
\i,.."'He~ i'J.11 teJ.n1 ~\;;r h' ..HtenJ
regi0nJ.) ~"'n1re!iti\~n.
Thi< \\eekenJ l'":'\1 Jei~.lte,i

Former UNM football player
Chris Combs, who now plays
for the St. Louis Cardinals,
caught a touchdown pass in the
game yesterday against the
Atlanta Falcons.
Combs, a tight end, played
for the Lobos from 1976 to 1979
and was drafted in April.

L!JJII

ACT NOW, THIS SPECIAL
OFFER ENDS SOON!

I

'1onto~a

Ernest

MISSOURI & KANSAS ADO SALES TAX
Satisfaction Guaranteed ~;:L

SlaHe offers you s1x new M97

T, )q~•l V•.itA ftf)p btkPPdk fd! r!ul lhrScrJUPiJMartd
s£~m1·! ¥\11th bo!h enrJ ftaps fr1'1m th(~ hux your

Volleyball Tean1 Defeats Colorado and Wyon1ing

Former Lobo
Catches Pass

HP-41C ... 8259.50
Sale Price good

through Nov. 22, 1980

HP-41C Peripherals
• HP 821 OBA Memory Module $41.00
•HP 82104A Card Reader •. $193.50
• HP B2143A Printer ...... $346.50
eHP B2153AWand ....... $112.50

in ART and LITERATURE.
All media will be considered.

Small Black
Double Sttength

Come to Marron Hall, room 131.
Deadline for submissions is
DECEMBER 5,1980.

J125/IOOO capsul•a
J75/500 capsul••
J..S/250 capaul••
J25/IOO capsul•s
J14/50 capsul•i

a:I:AI

PACKARD

Student Bookstore
2122 Central SE

l'I'·I.:~ '
I

•

What do you tell
your kids?

Hj

I; !rl~

! ;
'i

j,

\ ':

Speakers from the Rape Crisis Center
and the Family Practice Center·

I:

A movie Who do you tell will be shown

'L
1.

For more information, call277·5656.

Th• Plc-ffi•·Up Plac•
1900 C•ntral SE
F//o- HEWLETT

Sexual Abuse -

1.'I

,_.

:

~

'

~

~

~I

6:30p.m.
Thur., Nov. 13

Albuqu•rqu• Nm 87106
1·505-242-8491
111aottf
Charge-

VISA

~

Phon• otde.,. occepte-d
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·,:rn·tlrnrn I allcli<''"ll ~IKJ7 Mennu11. 261> Zf>(){t tfn
\(I 111(,\-lt-~-~~~fRMAIION AUOlll ~on·
Uohtpllun. '>t('IIIIJ,U\Un, aburtllln. Right hl Chuo~e.
29~ liP I
tfn
l "i\1 \!Ol 'NI '\IN < ll'll ~nttual cquirtncnl 'wap
hl.un~. dunl'tnR. ln>tng, r;tfling). Wcdne1day,
"""'"tl•t·r 1~. 1:10 I'·"', rnunt 211 ll & l'. ~un.
'·-,me h\ Me"~' \'•••li.t Hall ruo111 1()60 on llr bcfon:
1uc .. d,,\·, N,,\Cmlu:r 11 for muretletailr,.
I 1112
\N-iv[;;tiNl• 01 Jan Al11111 ami Inc,;~,. Ktma
I hl\ttrc, I TJ.la~. !'olu•cmbcr 14, ~:(){)p.m.
II '14
Ml~y,-JG)~iloN thl\\'rl! Bnng 111 tho;c petit inn; you
rC«IHd illlhr llliUI.
lidO
< c't'-~i()No, sw IOliR year amuvcrwy
'~''"""' ( urrcnt and ha'k "'ue; of (\Jnccptrum
'·u,lllhWl'•·l~ l,-ll1h:"hll' ct.huun~. On .. ale noy. in l ii
\.t,trr• n 11.111 ~mglc '''uc .. fur S2, twu 1"''\11:~ for S:l.
thrn• "'""' Jur $~. Clfler good through Nmember 21.
I 1..'14
( eli N~TRY twn;, IWl'K, Country banJ.
··t .llld.,hdc"- IW\\o a'''1ilahle to play nt pnrltcs.
"'·,IJmp,, lund rai.er•, cc.:. C'nll Cierri 111 2~~-9149 or
llch~<\12% IM>7
ll/11
ci'71\ $t'19 l\VO farnt-frc~h egg~. two homemade
d1CI1llla1 hrc 'um.age pathc~. twn !ilic~~t nf toa\t, free
~rrcrt duh. Open 7 u rn. Mmnin& (ilory t'nfe. <.'orncr
"' (iu.uJ, central and Monte Vi\la. 268·1040 II t24
i-\11!-;TmNUSl APPIIl'llliONS ure bcir1g
a,.-cpl~d N<nemher 111·1~ from 11:00 a.m.·I:OO p.m.
111 the Subv.u\· Statum. C'onlacl Jerry Racl irt room
~~~ .. r '>llll. 2,, 6492. single tnmicrans, gn,ups and
'PC-'·'' talent• hkc cllmcdy act1. ('nih pritcs awarded.
11110

<

1

11128

IWO ill OC'KS TO LJNM. !.urge, furnilhed !tUdlo
aparunem•. $175/ntonlh, includes utllilie>. 222
Maple N.F. M11nagerin unillwo. 243·1550.
11126
lilt U l Alll'I·SUI'I!RII location ncar UNM &
dnwnww11. Un> service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
"' d li<i<·n.:y, Irom $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
k1h:hcn with t.h~hwao,hcr & di!ipmal, recreation room.
'"llnmin~ t•nol, fV mom & laundry. Adull complex,
-~~P"''· 1520 llnivcllily N.F. 24:1-2494.
tfn

5.

FOR SALE

IMI'IWVI· YOUR SKIING. A new approach to
>kung h;twd on the [·cldenkrais Technique, In a
cmnpact book you can take with you on the slope;.
$1.00 al ltving llatch Bookstore. on Central. 11114
PANASONIC' lliCYCI E: MOI>EL. D.'< 2000.
l·"ellenl condlli<H!, added pam. $200.00.155·7730.
11112
N[·\V I\lBO S<'IIWINN Super ~eTour 12 speed black
men's 23 inch. Less titan len miles: luggage rack.
$U~l.(~) firm. 268-3543 cvcnmg~.
11/1 I
111'·(•7 I'ROORAMMAIILE t'Al.CUJ.ATOR, $175.
Hveindt B; W TV, $80. 256·1066.
IIIlO
I·!·NCE POST l TO. auto sales Yes we finance! No
&nlcrc,l! No credit chc(:k! Fine used vehicles! Come to
?7 to Ccnlral S.E. 25~·9856, 255·9292, 268-7362.
ll/12
196(, RAMULER AMBASSADOR. Good body, fair
antenor, good tire.. PS, 1'0, AT. EKceplionally
rchuble trnn;porlatlon. $550.00 or best offer.• 256·
.17()4
tfn
.LAIJII S NORI)ICA Sf\ I boots. Size 8·8'•· C'all292·

6.

TWO THANKSGIVING ROUNDTRIP plane tickets
lo l.os Angeles. Depart Tuesday, November 2Sth,
relurn December I st. $29.00 ench way, $116.00 total
IIIII
coli. Call 299-9409 after 5 p.m.
IF YOlJ'RE READING this ad you would have
found a ride if there was one advcnised here. Follow?
Advertise yo11r ride in the Lobo.
tfn
ANYBODY TRIPPING EASTWARD? Looking for
a ride 111 Mns~achusclls (or Connecticut) on or around
December 17th. Can share gas, driving and anything
cl1e. Won't be toting much luggage, bull 'd like to g11
via a very scenic ronte (Montana or New Orleans for
example), Any which way will do, though. If you
want to trip together, call Joshua at294-7003. P.S. l
may be looking for a return ride around Ihe middle of
January. Thnnx.
11114

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

FINE RECONDITIONED
USED CARS AT

Galles Chevrolet
TRANSPOSPECIALS

1975

4.

1980

11/13

TRAVEL

LLES
EVROL
•auD•·•

NHO HHI' Wltll papers? Typing, editing,
rcH<<OII, resear.:h. 281·3001.
11121
1'1\0I'I•SSJONAl. TYI'IST; 111M Selectric.
(iuarant..,d ac<uracy, reasonable rates. Judy. 821·
8607. 299-7691.
ll/20
PIIOTOGRAPHIC" E.'<CELlENCE-SHASHIN.
full •et•i.:e photography, reasonable rates, excellent
qualn~
Wcddmgs, portraits, art work copied.
Actor'~. dancer's. model's: portfolios. Cmlom
pnKcs;mg. Ten percent student discount. Please
Iea\c your name and number at 266-8238.
11120
DPolTAL X-RAYS AVAil.ABLE at no colt-caken
lw t'NM Dental Program IIUdents. Call242·8304.
11112
TWIST: tERMI'APER, Resumes. 299·8970. I 1/26
1'\ PING, WORD PROCESSING, editing, da<a
procelling, deli\Cryscl'\'icc~ 268·8716.
12115
KINKO'S 1Yl'IN<i SERVICE (111M Sckctric) and
now l mtnute l'al;pon Photos. No appointment.
268-R'I 5.
tin
(,l'ITAR LFSSONS: AU. st~le;. Marc's Guitar
Studt~. 265-lJB.
lfn
(,l>\ TYPING SEitviCF: A complete typing and
CUJII1113l ,,,tern. Technical. general, legal, medical,
''""la<ttc. (ham & tables. 345-2125.
lfn

R00\1MA Ti' NHDEm fOR beautifully furnished
11114
N.l-. "'"""· Wa;her'fltycr. 294-0.111.
l·lMAI E ROOMMATE WANTE;D. Three bedroom
Nnrth Vallcv ha\ room for rent. Sl25~'moltth plus
share nlul!liiu!\. N5·4730 C\Cningl, 242·4677 days.
!1110
TWO MOUJI.E HOMES for 1ale. Close to
t'n"mitv. $6500.00 and S9800.00. Contact Ct. 21
\1ol:>ile linme Dept. 296-0600; ittghts, 242-5270.
11/14
ROO~I NE:EI)t;D. HOUSE, apattmcril. L~oking for
ni<t, relaxing a!lllOiphere: J.ull lime !tudent. SISO
lllaximum. Da1id, 268·1422.
IIIlO
I•Rt+ ROOM, IIOARD in exchange fat hclil with
hau1c and four year old daughter; male or female.
Salar) p<mtblc. N.l'. hctghl~. 883·0836 days, 294·
0386 e•cnings and weekends.
11/14
FREt R.E.NT I'OR caretaking huge ranch home and
studio. Secluded northern New Mexico property joins
National Foresf. food allowance, small salary
poslible, depending on adt!ltfonal wmk rontrac<cd,
Call J. W. Shaw, Quick, fer Interview. 298·2428.

7.

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

HOUSING

possibilities on completion of education. Must be able
to obtain the required security clearance. Send resume
to: Personnel Administrator, P.O. (3ox 4339, Stn!ion
A, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87196. We are an
equal opportunity employer. M F H V. U.S.
Citizenship required.
ll/17
TWO CONCESSION STAND workers for Friday
anil Saturday evenings Subway Station. Com act Jerry
Rucl 277·6492 or 277-6493 or come 111 room 215 or
Student Union lluilding. Must be work/study
qualified.
I Jill
PART.-IIMI' CASHIER evenings and weekends,
Huuf\ to he arranged. Apply in pcr~on !lfter 3 p.m.
l·mnllcr Rc"aurant, 2400 CentralS. E.
IIIlO
PART·TIME JOn, graduate students only. After·
noom und cv~nlngs. Must be able lo work Friday and
Suturduy nights. Must be 21 years 11ld. Apply in
per1un, no phone calls please. Saveway Liquor
Stores, nt5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 Menaul N.E. 1117
THE LOBO IS taking applica<ions for salespeople
who will $CII new a~~ounts exclusively. (No ac~ounts
furnished.) Car ubsolulcly necessnry. Commission
only. Fill out an application at room 133 of Marron
Hall; tlrererably leave resume.
tin

WORKING AND RECORDING band needs very
funky bm player. 256·3 118,
11114
FAMOUS QUIVIRA DOOJ<SHOP and photography
gallery Is IQCalcd ''I block from Johnson Gym ac I II
Cornell S.E. Hours; 11·6, Monday.Friday. Special
order service.
II/I 0
lll!AT THE RUSH. Gel your skis tuned up with prescalon specials. Action Sports, 7509 Menaul N.E.
11114
884-5611'
AIKIDO: I!OM13U DOJO Aikido. Members of
U.S.A.F. 206 San Mateo S.E. near San Mateo and
Central. Three certified instructors. Classes: Tuesday
5·6, Thursday 5·6, Saturday 9·10:30, Sunday 10·
11:30. Vi~itors welcome. For information call David
268·6617 wcekdaysafler7,
11114
@~
~~· FILMMAKERS; MUSICIANS; PLAYWRIGHTS:
GO Ill AND Sll. Vl'R. Top dollar. Caii293·34S5.
('ltorcographers-Conceplions s.w. is currently
12t15 looking for original student crea10d music, films,
drama and dance for a new performing arts
pre~cntation in conjunction with our annual
rublicalion. Call Leslie, 884-5123 evening~ for
furl her info.
11/13
UNUSUAl
OPPORTUNITY FOR computer
oriented individuals to earn high pay and benefits I'Ol.I<:E SHIRTS, EXCELLENT condition, used,
$4.00. Military wincer jackets. new, from $40.00.
~>hale ~>lllktllg a s~hed<tlc thai is fully compatible wuh
Kaufman's West, a real Army-Navy Store, 504 Yale
l'tuvcr\t(Y course and laboratory scltedulcs.
s.E. 256-0000.
IIIII
l'rogrammlng experience desirable but not required:
v.ork requires v.cckcnd and pDssibly shift wotk from CASH I FOR USED cars and pick·ups! Call Forrest
1
l 1/27
30 tn 40 hour>; per week. Career continuation at 25S-98S6, 255·9292, 268·7362.

LOST & FOUND

l OSl': J)( l.IE WOMI'.N'S Speedo swun"nt, 1113;
Northrop II all. ('nll2926388.
IiilO
I OST: IIGIIT Ill \lf warm-up pants in girl's locker
ruont Reward. l'lca<ccaliShelly. 299·7163.
11113
I OST: 10 '29 IN I' me Arts-pair of Dhtc llrooks
runm11g shoc1. l'lca•e call277·5656.
11111
HlllN(l: I'ORHOUO OF Sharon Pallemm. ('ome
h>Marron llttll room Ill tlldUim.
I 1!13
IOl'ND: ORAY IOTT!'N, Universily area. Lan·
dlt>lll w~~n'l let keep. If y11u" or interested call, 265·
ll~~6. 243·12~1.
I Ul4

3.

0921.

lfrl

1'·\'o'ol'O!t I M<llll>l-t•di'f.ICII liON phutnl. 3 fur
~~-no" hml"•t fll'lll'\ 111 tnwn! hl,t. ph:a,ing, ncar
I "'I ( .til .'M 2·144 ur mmL' Ill 1717 Ci1rard IJivd.

2.

APARTMENT FOR RENT. S200, Includes utilities.
l'tt o.k. Fenced yard. 268·S362.
11/13
SHARE LAROE IIEAUTIFUL two bedroom
apartm~nL Pine paneling,. fireplace. $150. Rosemary,
766-3972.
11/12
I'M LOOKING FOR two g\rys to share nice three
bedroom ltOII~c with fireplace, washer/dryer. Now or
for ncxJ \etnester. Call Greg at821·0237, I·R p.m.
II liZ
HlR !HiNT: UNHJRNISI-lliD two bedroom
urartmcnt ncar UNM. Hurdwood noors, garage, no
pcl,.$21~. 2(,6-7698,2%·9013.
11/11
MOBIU' HOMl· FOR 1ale; $9800. Three bedroom\,
I '• h•Jihl. Swimming pool and laundry services.
('ju,e to liNM. 242~7270.
IIIII
ONi Y $199/MClNlll. Two bedroom unfllrni,hed.
I cn;tnl puy1 gn1 and ele~lric. Month Ill month. Call
HX 1·0400; evenings J44--79:15. No fee. Muddox & Co.
1teaho11.
11/10
'ii'ACIOUS ON I.' AND two bedroom <tprartrnents v>
bl<"'k lrurn UNM. Laundry facililic~. recreation
r<><rm, pool, completely furnished, fireplace;, Utilities
utdudcd. nU266-0011.
11/14
SliPH< Sl' ACIOL'S TWO bedroom townhouse .
1-trcplace, nine foot do~et1. $3~0. One bedroom
;tparlmem, walk-in clm•!t. Private pattu. $20~. Both
Ulllll lurnilhcd, 'potlcss, ill\ulated for quietness,
utililtC' paid. UNM area. No pets or children. 842·

1966 Impala 2-door Sport Coupe
1972
1974

1975
1976
1980

1980
1980

... S389
S689
S792
S1395
S2195
S3895

V-8, auto, ps, air ...... .
Pontiac 2-door Catalina
V-8, auto, ps, air ...•...
Chevrolet 4-door Impala
V-8, auto, ps, air
Volkswagen Dasher
4-cylinder, 4-speed ...•....
GMC% Ton
V-8, auto, ps, air ......... .
Chevrolet Happy Wagon Van
112 Ton V-8,auto,ps,air
Oldsmobile 2-door Omega
4-cylider, 4-speed,
FRONT WHEEL DRIVE
Chevrolet Citation
4-cylinder, 4-speed, air
Datsun 1/2 Ton Pick Up
4-cylinder, 5-speed ...
Chevrolet 2-door Citation
Hatchback, 4-cylinder,
auto, ps, air ........ .

Lomas & University

766·6800

$4995
$5795
S5995
S6295

Next time you see
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; Laba Cl•••ifieds

2J20Central S.E.
Phone 2b11·4&lb

Da the Trick

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Lard
4 Remain
9 Freshman
14 Mineral
15 Some
equines
16 Eremite, e.g.
17 Stalin, e.g.
19 Critical
20 Turkish coin
21 Persian
weight
22 Sister
23 Spanish
region
24 Tatter
26 "Begone!"
29 Plunge
31 Mariner
32 Fork part
33 Harsh
36 Man's name
38 High-ranked
Turk
39 Foretell
41 Garment
43 Attention
44 Cease
46 Cinders
47 Piedmont
City

49 Compass pt.
50 Varangians
UNITED Feature Syndicate
51 Sharp
Friday's Puzzle Solved
52 Smells
54 Eight: Prefix
56- Act:
Canada's
constitution
60 Waterless
61 Mr. Flynn
62Belt
64 Worm getter
2words
66 Speechify
67 Nimble
•
68 common sur
fix
69 Stacked
70 Grazes
71 Beetle
40 Unmusical
11 Proclaim
12 Wager
42Sopup
DOWN
13 Prior to
45 Nobles
1 - point
48 Natural
16 Darned
2 Got up
53- elelson
24 Phantom
3 Pace
55 Sobbed
25 Containers
4 Asian river
271re
56 Body part
5 Outlaw
28 Cleaves
57 More mature
6 Celtic
30 Eye part
59 Mimicked
7 Abandons
61 Peepers
33 Talk
8 Legal copies 34 Cancel
62 Bribe
9 Project
63 Three: Prefi)(
35 Spinal
10 Grasshopper 37 Verne hero
65 Legal deg.

